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Buildings

How can the Nordic region accelerate the renovation of inefficient building stock to realise energy efficiency gains?

OVERALL BURNING

WHERE ARE THE UNIQUE NORDIC R&D COOPERATION OPPORTUNITIES THAT BENEFIT INDUSTRY, RESEARCH AND SOCIETY?

- We need to add value by using a Nordic perspective to the decisions made in Denmark (Innovation) Bring something to the policy mix
-扩散 in the countries
- Building blocks
- Building economics and cross- over Portable
- Very national factors Distribution is mainly used for the R&D Funding is controlled by the industry
- Research barriers?
- We want to utilise the fact that the countries are similar

BURNING QUESTION

BUILDINGS

HOW CAN THE BUILDING-SECTOR INTEGRATE WITH OTHER SECTORS AND CONTRIBUTE TO SHARPER NORDIC CITIES WITH LOWER EMISSIONS?

Input to the strategy
Concrete collaboration
Magazine

"Concrete suggestions for Nordic R&D cooperation projects"

Focus on sharing values

Concrete
Policy

Challenges within buildings on a Nordic and national level

- Secure
- Value
What is the joint CO2 CCS benchmarking?
- How does CCS deliver in terms of cost efficiency?
- Common measurement of emissions
- Public / private / business case and business road map (PPP)